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Easy HTML-DB Oracle Application Express - Michael Cunningham 2006
By removing the guesswork from Oracle HTML manipulation, this book shows working examples of
complex HTML-DBA database access and techniques for creating easy HTML-DB applications. All HTMLDB concepts are described, and working examples of each HTML-DB feature are provided. Examples of
HTML-DB data access and document formatting, information on how to update Oracle HTML-DB, and
methods of customizing applications with Themes and CSS are also included.
Easy Oracle PHP - Mladen Gogala 2006
Provides information on creating Web pages with Oracle content.
Mastering Oracle SQL - Sanjay Mishra 2002
Explores Oracle's implementation of SQL and explains how to perform tasks including querying time-based
data, implementing conditional logic in queries, writing queries, and joining data from two or more tables.
Oracle Wait Event Tuning - Stephen Andert 2004-10
This handbook provides database administrators with clear and concise processes with which to attack
tuning problems using Oracle Wait Interface. A guide is provided to demonstrate the mechanics of the Wait
Interface and how to use it not only to tune database performance at the database level but also to give the
statistics needed to understand problems that lie outside of the database in the SAN or the network.
Techniques that apply to tuning any Oracle database from version 7 through 9i and beyond are included.
Achieving Extreme Performance with Oracle Exadata - Rick Greenwald 2011-03-08
Maximize Oracle Exadata Capabilities Leverage all of the powerful features available in the Oracle Exadata
Database Machine using the proven techniques inside this Oracle Press guide. Written by Oracle experts,
Achieving Extreme Performance with Oracle Exadata shows you how to take full advantage of this
complete, optimized package of software, servers, and storage. Best practices for enterprise deployments,
high availability, administration, backup and recovery, data warehousing, online transaction processing,
consolidation, and migration are included in this authoritative resource. Take advantage of the tightly
integrated hardware and software in the Oracle Exadata Database Machine Work with Oracle Exadata
software features, including Smart Scans, Oracle Exadata Hybrid Columnar Compression, storage indexes,
Oracle Exadata Smart Flash Cache, and I/O Resource Manager Understand Oracle Exadata Database
Machine balanced hardware architecture Architect, administer, and monitor Oracle Exadata Storage
Servers Deploy data warehouses on the Oracle Exadata Database Machine Run online transaction
processing (OLTP) workloads on the Oracle Exadata Database Machine Consolidate databases with and
migrate databases to the Oracle Exadata Database Machine
Easy Oracle Automation - Arun Kumar 2004-10
Explaining how to use the powerful Oracle10g automatic features for simple database administration, this
book has complete coverage for 10g Automatic Storage Management (ASM), 10g Automatic Workload
Repository (AWR), Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM), Automatic SGA Management (ASM),
and the SQL Tuning Advisor. Demonstrated is how a non-Oracle person can quickly install and configure
Oracle database 10g for automatic database administration and how, in less than a day, a complete
Oracle10g database can be ready to use. Also explained is easy disk and file management with the 10g
Automatic Storage Management and how the 10g Automatic Workload Repository collects important Oracle
performance statistics.
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Easy Linux Commands - Jon Emmons 2006
Linux is one of the most robust and complex operating systems ever created, and the Linux professional
must master complex commands, arguments and scripting syntax. For beginners and experts alike, this
condensed book is an indispensable guide for using Linux commands. Filled with working examples, this
reference will get you started fast in maintaining any Linux server. Written by a working Linux
administrator, this quick reference has working examples of all of the Linux commands that you need to
manage your Linux environment. Best of all, this great book contains all of the common Linux shell
commands to allow you to quickly locate errors and monitor your filesystem environment.
A Handbook to the Reception of Classical Mythology - Vanda Zajko 2017-04-10
A Handbook to the Reception of Classical Mythology presents a collection of essays that explore a wide
variety of aspects of Greek and Roman myths and their critical reception from antiquity to the present day.
Reveals the importance of mythography to the survival, dissemination, and popularization of classical myth
from the ancient world to the present day Features chronologically organized essays that address different
sets of myths that were important in each historical era, along with their thematic relevance Features
chronologically organized essays that address different sets of myths that were important in each historical
era, along with their thematic relevance Offers a series of carefully selected in-depth readings, including
both popular and less well-known examples
Rule - Based Modeling and Computing on the Semantic Web - Monica Palmirani 2011-10-14
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International RuleML Symposium, RuleML 2011America, held in Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA, in November 2011 - collocated with the 22nd International Joint
Conference on Artificial Intelligence, IJCAI 2011. It is the second of two RuleML events that take place in
2011. The first RuleML Symposium, RuleML 2011-Europe, has been held in Barcelona, Spain, in July 2011.
The 12 full papers, 5 short papers and 5 invited track and position papers presented together with 3
keynote speeches were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The accepted papers
address a wide range of rules, semantic technology, and cross-industry standards, rules and automated
reasoning, rule-based event processing and reaction rules, vocabularies, ontologies and business rules,
cloud computing and rules, clinical semantics and rules.
Cloud Computing Applications for Quality Health Care Delivery - Moumtzoglou, Anastasius
2014-06-30
Software applications once held on local computers and servers are beginning to shift to the public Internet
sphere, and private health information is no exception. The likelihood of placing once restricted and private
health records “in the cloud” is increasing. Cloud Computing Applications for Quality Health Care Delivery
focuses on cloud technologies that could affect quality in the healthcare field. Leading experts in this area
offer their knowledge and contribute to the demystification of healthcare in the Cloud. This publication will
prove to be a useful tool for undergraduate and graduate students of healthcare quality and management,
healthcare managers, and industry professionals.
Oracle 11g New Features - Brian Carr 2008
A guide to the new features of Oracle Database 11g covers such topics as architectural changes, database
administration upgrades, security enhancements, and programming innovations.
Forthcoming Books - Rose Arny 2003
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Oracle Tuning Power Scripts - Harry Conway 2006-01-30
Targeted at Oracle professionals who need fast and accurate working examples of complex issues, Oracle
In-focus books target specific areas of Oracle technology in a concise manner. Plenty of working code is
provided without a lot of theory, allowing database managers to solve their problems quickly without
reviewing data that they already know. All code scripts are available for instant download from a
companion web site.
Oracle Silver Bullets - Donald K. Burleson 2005-05-30
Targeted at Oracle professionals who need fast and accurate working examples of complex issues, Oracle
In-focus books target specific areas of Oracle technology in a concise manner. Plenty of working code is
provided without a lot of theory, allowing database managers to solve their problems quickly without
reviewing data that they already know. All code scripts are available for instant download from a
companion web site.
Crafting the InfoSec Playbook - Jeff Bollinger 2015-05-07
Any good attacker will tell you that expensive security monitoring and prevention tools aren’t enough to
keep you secure. This practical book demonstrates a data-centric approach to distilling complex security
monitoring, incident response, and threat analysis ideas into their most basic elements. You’ll learn how to
develop your own threat intelligence and incident detection strategy, rather than depend on security tools
alone. Written by members of Cisco’s Computer Security Incident Response Team, this book shows IT and
information security professionals how to create an InfoSec playbook by developing strategy, technique,
and architecture. Learn incident response fundamentals—and the importance of getting back to basics
Understand threats you face and what you should be protecting Collect, mine, organize, and analyze as
many relevant data sources as possible Build your own playbook of repeatable methods for security
monitoring and response Learn how to put your plan into action and keep it running smoothly Select the
right monitoring and detection tools for your environment Develop queries to help you sort through data
and create valuable reports Know what actions to take during the incident response phase
Oracle Database 10g New Features - Mike Ault 2003
An overview of the new version of Oracle includes a review of the database management and administration
enhancements of Oracle 10G, as well as changes to security, Internet features, architecture, real
application clusters, and performance.
Oracle Database Upgrade and Migration Methods - Y V Ravikumar 2017-03-01
Learn all of the available upgrade and migration methods in detail to move to Oracle Database version 12c.
You will become familiar with database upgrade best practices to complete the upgrade in an effective
manner and understand the Oracle Database 12c patching process. So it’s time to upgrade Oracle Database
to version 12c and you need to choose the appropriate method while considering issues such as downtime.
This book explains all of the available upgrade and migration methods so you can choose the one that suits
your environment. You will be aware of the practical issues and proactive measures to take to upgrade
successfully and reduce unexpected issues. With every release of Oracle Database there are new features
and fixes to bugs identified in previous versions. As each release becomes obsolete, existing databases need
to be upgraded. Oracle Database Upgrade and Migration Methods explains each method along with its
strategy, requirements, steps, and known issues that have been seen so far. This book also compares the
methods to help you choose the proper method according to your constraints. Also included in this book:
Pre-requisite patches and pre-upgrade steps Patching to perform changes at the binary and database level
to apply bug fixes What You Will Learn: Understand the need and importance of database upgrading and
migration Be aware of the challenges associated with database upgrade decision making Compare all
upgrade/migration methods Become familiar with database upgrade best practices and recommendations
Understand database upgrade concepts in high availability and multi-tenant environments Know the
database downgrade steps in case the upgraded database isn’t compatible with the environment Discover
the features and benefits to the organization when it moves from the old database version to the latest
database version Understand Oracle 12c patching concepts Who This Book Is For: Core database
administrators, solution architects, business consultants, and database architects
The Long Boom - Peter Schwartz 2000
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This optimistic text examines and predicts the 40-year period from 1980-2020 as the key years of a
remarkable economic transformation.
Database Benchmarking - Bert Scalzo 2007-04
A guide to database benchmarking covers such topics as predictive analysis, benchmark components,
testing an architecture, and maintaining SLAs.
Security Monitoring - Chris Fry 2009-02-09
How well does your enterprise stand up against today's sophisticated security threats? In this book,
security experts from Cisco Systems demonstrate how to detect damaging security incidents on your global
network--first by teaching you which assets you need to monitor closely, and then by helping you develop
targeted strategies and pragmatic techniques to protect them. Security Monitoring is based on the authors'
years of experience conducting incident response to keep Cisco's global network secure. It offers six steps
to improve network monitoring. These steps will help you: Develop Policies: define rules, regulations, and
monitoring criteria Know Your Network: build knowledge of your infrastructure with network telemetry
Select Your Targets: define the subset of infrastructure to be monitored Choose Event Sources: identify
event types needed to discover policy violations Feed and Tune: collect data, generate alerts, and tune
systems using contextual information Maintain Dependable Event Sources: prevent critical gaps in
collecting and monitoring events Security Monitoring illustrates these steps with detailed examples that
will help you learn to select and deploy the best techniques for monitoring your own enterprise network.
Advanced Oracle Utilities: The Definitive Reference - Bert Scalzo 2014-03-21
This is the definitive guide to all Oracle utilities, and it is targeted at experienced Oracle professionals who
need to perform powerful system-wide operating system internal operations on their Oracle databases. The
authors approach Oracle Utilities from a functional perspective, adding value by explaining the "why" and
"how" for the use of all Oracle Utilities. This comprehensive book includes details on all of the Oracle
utilities, including experts-only sections on undocumented utilities, plus the Linux/UNIX utilities, Oracle
command-line utilities, and the all-important DBA package utilities. This indispensable book covers all areas
of Oracle database administration and includes secrets for database migration (with Data Pump and
SQL*Loader) and detailed tips for using The Oracle OS utilities (e.g. BBED, dbv, orastack, orakill). The book
also covers Oracle tuning utilities, including ADDM and the SQL tuning advisors as well as the traditional
command-line tuning utilities such as dbms_alert and dbms_xplan, tkprof and dbms_debug. This book is
special because noted Oracle experts supplement the operational considerations of Oracle utilities with
expert insights and working scripts. The time savings from a single utility script is easily worth the price of
this definitive book. This book is not for beginners. These are powerful utilities to be used only by
experienced DBAs and developers who need to perform powerful system-wide operating system internal
operations on their Oracle databases.
Creating a Self-Tuning Oracle Database - Don Burleson 2003-08-01
Explores how to monitor the behavior of the Oracle System Global Area and includes techniques to develop
scripts, correct SGA performance problems, and collect historical data to use in memory areas.
Super SQL Server Systems - Joseph Gama 2005-10-01
A guide to SQL server covers such topics as extended stored procedures, compilers and languages, network
messaging, NT event log, disk logging, cryptography, random data, geographical information systems, and
regular expresions.
Linux in a Nutshell - Ellen Siever 2005
Over the last few years, Linux has grown both as an operating system and a tool for personal and business
use. Simultaneously becoming more user friendly and more powerful as a back-end system, Linux has
achieved new plateaus: the newer filesystems have solidified, new commands and tools have appeared and
become standard, and the desktop--including new desktop environments--have proved to be viable, stable,
and readily accessible to even those who don't consider themselves computer gurus. Whether you're using
Linux for personal software projects, for a small office or home office (often termed the SOHO
environment), to provide services to a small group of colleagues, or to administer a site responsible for
millions of email and web connections each day, you need quick access to information on a wide range of
tools. This book covers all aspects of administering and making effective use of Linux systems. Among its
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topics are booting, package management, and revision control. But foremost in Linux in a Nutshell are the
utilities and commands that make Linux one of the most powerful and flexible systems available. Now in its
fifth edition, Linux in a Nutshell brings users up-to-date with the current state of Linux. Considered by
many to be the most complete and authoritative command reference for Linux available, the book covers all
substantial user, programming, administration, and networking commands for the most common Linux
distributions. Comprehensive but concise, the fifth edition has been updated to cover new features of major
Linux distributions. Configuration information for the rapidly growing commercial network services and
community update services is one of the subjects covered for the first time. But that's just the beginning.
The book covers editors, shells, and LILO and GRUB boot options. There's also coverage of Apache, Samba,
Postfix, sendmail, CVS, Subversion, Emacs, vi, sed, gawk, and much more. Everything that system
administrators, developers, and power users need to know about Linux is referenced here, and they will
turn to this book again and again.
Oracle Backup and Recovery: Expert Secrets for Using RMAN and Data Pump - Kamran Agayev
Agamehdi 2013-03
Backup and recovery are mission-critical DBA tasks, and it is critical that every Oracle professional develop
a RMAN strategy that guarantees recoverability while minimizing unplanned downtime. RMAN is one of the
world's most sophisticated backup and recovery tools. It is robust and complex with thousands of options.
This landmark book demonstrates, by example, how to create a successful backup and recovery
infrastructure using RMAN. This book also contains links to RMAN video tutorials and a download of
working RMAN scripts to guide users through full automation of a backup strategy. Together, backup and
recovery are the single most important combined DBA activity, and it is crucial that you master the RMAN
and Data Pump Import utilities to protect against catastrophic data loss. Written by practicing Oracle DBAs
with years of RMAN experience, this is a pragmatic approach to RMAN, focusing less on theory and more
on real-world, practical RMAN tools, tips and techniques. This Oracle backup and recovery book is unique
because it provides real-world examples on how to use RMAN and other tools to protect your mission
critical data. Even with reliable mirrored disks, your important Oracle database is still at-risk from from
software corruption, user error and hardware failures. This book details Oracle RMAN best practices and
shows the best ways to minimize backup and recovery time, which is critical for maximizing system
availability This is the definitive RMAN reference that guides you, step-by-step, through all of the
techniques for Oracle backup and recovery, from simple cold backups to complex incremental backups.
Experienced RMAN experts guide you through the installation, setup and configuration for a complete
RMAN backup and recovery infrastructure using proven techniques and Oracle best practices. Best of all,
you be given the opportunity to learn from supplemental video tutorials and working examples how to
recover from every possible data scenario. This book has step-by-step checklists that you can follow to
guide you through a complex recovery with minimal unplanned system outages. This is an indispensible
RMAN reference for every professional DBA who needs to ensure that they understand every possible
backup and recovery strategy. It also contains a download of working RMAN scripts to help you easily
automate and monitor your RMAN backups.
Effective Oracle by Design - Thomas Kyte 2003-09-12
Tom Kyte of Oracle Magazine’s “Ask Tom” column has written the definitive guide to designing and
building high-performance, scalable Oracle applications. The book covers schema design, SQL and PL/SQL,
tables and indexes, and much more. From the exclusive publisher of Oracle Press books, this is a must-have
resource for all Oracle developers and DBAs.
Advanced Oracle SQL Programming - Laurent Schneider 2008
Provides information on advanced Oracle SQL techniques for creating complex queries and extracting and
summarizing data from large tables.
Unix for Oracle DBAs Pocket Reference - Donald K. Burleson 2001-02
The Unix for Oracle DBAs Pocket Reference puts within easy reach the commands that Oracle database
administrators need most when operating in a Unix environment. If you are an Oracle DBA moving to Unix
from another environment such as Windows NT or IBM Mainframe, you know that these commands are far
different from those covered in most beginning Unix books. To jump start your learning process, Don
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Burleson has gathered together in this succinct book the Unix commands he most often uses when
managing Oracle databases. You'll be able to reach into your pocket for the answer when you need to know
how to: Display all Unix components related to Oracle, identify the top CPU consumers on your server, and
even kill processes when necessary Stack Unix commands into powerful scripts that can perform vital DBA
functions Monitor Unix filesystems, and automatically manage your trace files, dump files, and archived
redo log files Use essential server monitoring commands such as top, sar, and vmstat And there's much
more between these covers. If you need to get up to speed with Oracle on Unix, and quickly, this book is for
you.
Big Data Optimization: Recent Developments and Challenges - Ali Emrouznejad 2016-05-26
The main objective of this book is to provide the necessary background to work with big data by introducing
some novel optimization algorithms and codes capable of working in the big data setting as well as
introducing some applications in big data optimization for both academics and practitioners interested, and
to benefit society, industry, academia, and government. Presenting applications in a variety of industries,
this book will be useful for the researchers aiming to analyses large scale data. Several optimization
algorithms for big data including convergent parallel algorithms, limited memory bundle algorithm,
diagonal bundle method, convergent parallel algorithms, network analytics, and many more have been
explored in this book.
Oracle Privacy Security Auditing - Arup Nanda 2003
A high-level handbook on how to develop auditing mechanisms for HIPAA compliant Oracle systems focuses
on the security access and auditing requirements of the Health/Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
of 1996 and discusses Oracle auditing features such as redo logs, system-level triggers, Oracle9i and the
retrieval of sensitive data, and other key topics. Original. (Advanced)
The Oracle Hacker's Handbook - David Litchfield 2007-04-30
David Litchfield has devoted years to relentlessly searching out the flaws in the Oracle database system and
creating defenses against them. Now he offers you his complete arsenal to assess and defend your own
Oracle systems. This in-depth guide explores every technique and tool used by black hat hackers to invade
and compromise Oracle and then it shows you how to find the weak spots and defend them. Without that
knowledge, you have little chance of keeping your databases truly secure.
Oracle Internals - Donald K. Burleson 2017-07-27
If you are a typical Oracle professional, you don't have the luxury of time to keep up with new technology
and read all the new manuals to understand each new feature of the latest release from Oracle. You need a
comprehensive source of information and in-depth tips and techniques for using the new technology. You
need Oracle Internals: Tips, Trick
Oracle Solid State Disk Tuning - Donald K. Burleson 2005
Provides information on using solid state RAM disk to optimize the performance of Oracle.
Fundamental Concepts and Computations in Chemical Engineering - Vivek Utgikar 2016-11-04
The Breakthrough Introduction to Chemical Engineering for Today s Students Fundamental Concepts and
Computations in Chemical Engineering is well designed for today s chemical engineering students, offering
lucid and logically arranged text that brings together the fundamental knowledge students need to gain
confidence and to jumpstart future success. Dr. Vivek Utgikar illuminates the day-to-day roles of chemical
engineers in their companies and in the global economy. He clearly explains what students need to learn
and why they need to learn it, and presents practical computational exercises that prepare beginning
students for more advanced study. Utgikar combines straightforward discussions of essential topics with
challenging topics to intrigue more well-prepared students. Drawing on extensive experience teaching
beginners, he introduces each new topic in simple, relatable language, and supports them with meaningful
example calculations in Microsoft Excel and Mathcad. Throughout, Utgikar presents practical methods for
effective problem solving, and explains how to set up and use computation tools to get accurate answers.
Designed specifically for students entering chemical engineering programs, this text also serves as a handy,
quick reference to the basics for more advanced students, and an up-to-date source of valuable information
for educators and professionals. Coverage includes Where chemical engineering fits in the engineering field
and overall economy Modern chemical engineering and allied industries and their largest firms How typical
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chemical engineering job functions build on what undergraduates learn The importance of computations,
and the use of modern computational tools How to classify problems based on their mathematical nature
Fundamental fluid flow phenomena and computational problems in practical systems Basic principles and
computations of material and energy balance Fundamental principles and calculations of thermodynamics
and kinetics in chemical engineering How chemical engineering systems and problems integrate and
interrelate in the real world Review of commercial process simulation software for complex, large-scale
computation Normal 0 false false false EN-US X-NONE X-NONE "
T-SQL Window Functions - Itzik Ben-Gan 2019-11-04
"Most T-SQL developers recognize the value of window functions for data analysis calculations. But they
can do far more, and recent optimizations make them even more powerful. In T-SQL Window Functions,
renowned T-SQL expert Itzik Ben-Gan introduces breakthrough techniques for using them to handle many
common T-SQL querying tasks with unprecedented elegance and power. Using extensive code examples, he
guides you through window aggregate, ranking, distribution, offset, and ordered set functions. You'll find a
detailed section on optimization, plus an extensive collection of business solutions -- including novel
techniques available in no other book."--provided by publisher.
Oracle Database Cloud Cookbook with Oracle Enterprise Manager 13c Cloud Control - Porus Homi
Havewala 2016-11-22
This practical Oracle Press guide teaches cutting-edge techniques for building, configuring, and managing
a secure private database cloud with Oracle Enterprise Manager 13c This hands-on volume lays out readyto-deploy roadmaps for the design and maintenance of high-performance private database clouds using
Oracle Enterprise Manager 13c. Learn best practices for a wide variety of different approaches—Database
as a Service, Snap Clone as a Service, Schema as a Service, and Pluggable Database as a Service. Oracle
Private Cloud Cookbook with Enterprise Manager 13c thoroughly explains how to architect, configure, and
manage every component in a private database cloud lifecycle. You will get an insider’s solutions for
securing your cloud-based infrastructure, generating reliable RMAN backups, and protecting your missioncritical enterprise information using Oracle Data Guard. This comprehensive volume from Oracle Press
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features detailed, step-by-step instructions with multiple screen shots and diagrams that illustrate each
technique along the way. Real-world examples and case studies illustrate applications in various industries
Offers essential skills for cloud administrators and DBAs Author is an Oracle Certified Master, previous
ACE director, and experienced computing writer
Oracle DBA on Unix and Linux - Michael Wessler 2002
Maintain a robust, mission-critical Oracle8i database. This book provides administrative solutions for the
day-to-day DBA. You'll learn how to install the database for maximum efficiency, upgrades, patches,
migrations, tune, and maintain its security. The book also explains in detail how to build and support a fully
functioning Oracle database. This authoritative text contains up-to-date information available on Oracle's
latest release and shows you how to: configure database architecture; install and set up with UNIX
requirements; create the actual database with scripts; GUI management produc.
Oracle Shell Scripting - Jon Emmons 2007
With the expert techniques discussed in this book, Oracle database administrators can automate routine
tasks to save time and money and better monitor the flow of work. Using shell scripts—an indispensable
tool on UIX and Linux—any number of commands can be combined and executed either simultaneously or
sequentially. More than 50 working shell scripts for both beginners and experts give Oracle professionals a
fantastic head-start on automating their administration duties and are easily modifiable for any
environment. Topics include the history of shells and shell scripting, detailed step-by-step instructions on
building shell scripts, how to tell when things are working right, and how to effectively monitor the system
for failures.
Easy Oracle PL/SQL - John Garmany 2005-05
Provides instructions on how to create, debug, and execute PL/SQL code.
Oracle9i RAC - Michael R. Ault 2003
A guide to the installation and configuration of Oracle9i RAC covers such topics as the design of RAC
clusters, configuration of TAF, and monitoring and tuning RAC applications.
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